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Politics over Science: Biden Admin Signals Intent to
Force FDA Approval of COVID Vaccines
Full approval opens a bigger mandate arsenal to feds.
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***

The Biden Administration has signaled its next move as part of the White House’s full court
press to pressure Americans into taking COVID-19 vaccines.

It seems the White House intends to strongarm the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) into
fully  approving  COVID  vaccines,  while  completely  dismissing  evolving  safety  and  efficacy
concerns in the process.

It began during a CNN town hall this week, when President Biden appeared to let it slip (in
difficult to comprehend language) that he was pushing for full FDA approval before the end
of the year.

“Whether or not we should be in a position where you are why can’t the
experts say we know that this virus is in fact it’s going to be or excuse we
know  why  all  the  drugs  approved  or  not  temporarily  but  permanently
approved, that’s underway too” —Joe Bidenpic.twitter.com/ebkp9TJaZT

— Alana Mastrangelo (@ARmastrangelo) July 22, 2021

Fully authorizing the COVID vaccines will allow for the government to hop over legal and
regulatory hurdles that come from their current status under emergency use authorization.
The Biden Administration seems to believe full approval will act as a mandate for further
draconian, top down policies from the federal government, the likes of which may include
vaccine passports and compulsory vaccination for much of public and private industry.

In an article earlier this week, state-corporate press organ NBC News attempted to tee up
the  case  for  vaccine  mandates.  Several  Obama  and  Biden  “health”  officials  went  on  the
record  for  the  piece  to  make  it  clear  they  wanted  to  make  life  as  difficult  as  possible  for
“unvaccinated” Americans.
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U.S. could see a wave of Covid-19 vaccine mandates as soon as the FDA grants
full  approval  to  one  or  more  of  the  shots,  public  health  experts  predict.
https://t.co/M17IvmOSOT

— NBC News (@NBCNews) July 25, 2021

“The  official  regulatory  sign  off  would  remove  a  significant  legal  and  public  relations
barrier for businesses and government agencies that want to requirevaccinations for
their employees and customers, former health officials from the Biden and the Obama
administrations said,” the NBC article states.

Andy Slavitt, a former Biden Administration official who infamously advertised a mask that
he claimed could “deactivate” the coronavirus, told NBC News:

“I think once the vaccines go through full FDA approval, everything should be on the
table, and I think that everything will be on the table at the level of municipalities,
states, employers, venues, government agencies.”

The FDA is not in fact an independent regulatory agency. It is simply another executive
branch agency that  falls  under the umbrella  of  the Department of  Health and Human
Services. While the FDA is tasked with ensuring the safety of drugs that have prospects for
the  open  market,  the  reality  remains  that  politicians  and  pharmaceutical  companies
regularly steer and manipulate the FDA as they please.

The revolving door between Big Pharma and the Government Health is very much on display
at the FDA today. Patrizia Cavazzoni, the FDA’s new top drug regulator, worked for two
decades in Big Pharma (including a stint  at  Pfizer)  before entering her government role in
2019. In fact, it is the norm, not an aberration, for Big Pharma executives to have a resume
stuffed with Big Pharma consulting and employment gigs. Recent FDA chiefs, such as Pfizer
board member Scott Gottlieband Obama FDA chief Robert Califf, have resumes stuffed with
examples  of  the  constant  revolving  door  between  lobbying,  government,  and
pharmaceutical  companies.

The notion that mRNA vaccines have proven, *long term* safety and efficacy standards for
the masses is simply not possible to prove at this time. Real world data (as opposed to Big
Pharma studies) out of Israel, Malta, the UK, and elsewhere show that the vaccines have not
exactly demonstrated much of an ability to prevent infection, contrary to the early claims
made by pharmaceutical companies and Government Health institutions.

The  Pfizer  Shot  is  just  39%  effective  against  Delta  infection:
https://t.co/68GDB1z8XY  pic.twitter.com/0F6m8PXD3D

— Forbes (@Forbes) July 24, 2021

The bottom line: The White House is seeking to use the reputation of the FDA to force more
Americans to take COVID vaccines, and they’ve made it clear that this is entirely about
politics, and not science. The government agency that gave us the disaster that is the food
pyramid is not an independent body, nor is it any kind of authority on science and health.
The FDA is just another bureaucracy, with the primary interested parties being the White
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House and Big Pharma.

*
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